
ieila seated tete-a-te- te with a young
man Carden Hughes. Their chairs
were drawn up very close and their
hands were interlinked.

"You see, Miss Leila," Carden was
Baying, "I do bear a good deal of

towanTMivJtfanning for leav-
ing you in this predicament. And I
feel that, under the circumstances,
I can ask you to share my life. Will
you, Leila, dear?"

And Manning realized the sudden
blending of two spirits still flesh-bou-

in the Mss that followed. He
Baw, too, that his action in hiding the
will had been dictated by a wise and

Providence; that had he
not done so Leila would have inher-
ited the estate and married Tom. And,
realizing all, Manning was content
and left the spheres of earth for the
schools of immortality.

(Copyright by W. G. Chapmali.)
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FRESH AIR
( Baby Saving Dep't If you want

to keep your baby healthy then see
that the infant gets plenty of fresh
air. In no other way can be blood be
kept pure and the little body be kept
in condition to resist disease. No
matter how tired I have felt I have
made a practice in good weather of
taking my baby for an airing in a
park nearby and I have been reward-
ed for my efforts by keeping my baby
as healthy and happy a child as you
could want to see. Mrs. F. R.'S.

HEAT TEST
Baby Saving Dep't Here is an

easy and safe way to see if baby's
milk is the right temperature. Stand
the bottle of milk in hot water until
the food feels warm when a drop is
shaken from the nipple onto the soft
skin of your arm. If it feels uncom-
fortably warm you may know it is too
hot to give to baby. Mrs. L. R. K.

TRAVEL GOWN I TWO COLORS

DESCRIBED BYETTY BROWN
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Two colors and two materials are
combined in this attractive little
gown which is part of the "exposition
wardrobe" of a young woman who's
soon to make the grand tour of the
west.

The coat which you'll note is semi-fitt- ed

is made of dark green Amour-
ette silk, the skirt is green in the new
weave of etamine and it is made over
a foundation of peach color silk. The
toothsaw trimming at the bottom of
the skirt matches the coat

The blouse is Georgette crepe and
the green and peach colors -" ' ""
yeated in the trim little hat.
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